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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6yoN0-u5bE&feature=youtu.be
 
Description
This work investigates the intersection of art and architecture through the creation of an interactive 
and dynamic spatial installation. It explores the design of smooth and interactive spaces, differing 
from static and systematic architecture. Drawing inspiration from early installation sculptures, 
that challenged the presence of the viewer within the work of art, we ask ourselves: can the 
viewer become part of the room? Can he/ she influence their surrounding space by non-verbal 
communication? How can we break through rigid architecture? Can we overlap it with soft flowing 
forms that conform and react to the user?

We created our installation in Tel Aviv, absorbing its roots of the "white city", the clean lines, simple 
geometry and rounded corners, the horizontal strips of facades composition. We looked for simple 
materials, "found" reused cardboard, soft textiles and electronic components that make them move 
and light the room. We use sensors and other techniques from the surveillance computer industry 
that have a larger presence in day-to-day life. Our goal is to create a critical view of this technology, 
based on its artistic and multimedia qualities.



The room itself is controlled by electronic components that are embedded in the installation, 
including: sensors, motors and lights and elements. These multimedia effects push and create 
variation in the room’s perception, through the overlapping of the virtual with the physical elements

Equipment:
EL-wires
Servo/ stepper motors
Embedded microcontrollers
Proximity sensors
Power supply and electronic components (wires, resistors, capacitors etc)

The installation was installed on february 2013. We have all the required equipment. the installation 
can be reinstalled and adapted to the specific exhibition space given.

Link to movie clip:http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6yoN0-u5bE&feature=youtu.be


